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About 
Changemakers for Nature & Wildbound 

The Changemakers for Nature initiative aims to educate young people on global biodiversity and 
forest conservation, stimulate youth action for social innovation, and raise public awareness on 
sustainable consumption and production. The initiative was launched by Wildbound in 2020 at the 
China Sustainable Palm Oil Forum in Suzhou. Its partners and guest speakers include Roundtable for 
Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO), Tropical Forest Alliance (TFA), Global Canopy, UNDP, WWF, CDP, 
COFCO International, Unilever, Mars, Government of Brazil, Embassy of Norway, and China 
Ministry of Ecology & Environmental Foreign Cooperation Office (FECO).  

WildBound is an innovative, nature-inspired education and sustainability venture based in Beijing, 
China. It empowers sustainability leadership through expeditions, education programs, research, 
advocacy, and creative communications and aspires to create a future where humans live in harmony 
with nature. Since 2017, WildBound has led expeditions to Antarctica, Greenland, Bhutan and other 
ecosystems, worked with businesses and academia to launch sustainability guidelines, and organized 
public exhibitions and initiatives. 

Shell Lin & Impact Project 

Shell Lin is a young professional who works to enable a sustainable economy and food system. She is 
an alumna of Changemakers for Nature (C4N). Born and raised in China and educated in the US, 
Shell found her passion in food through cooking and volunteering at permaculture and organic 
farms. She currently works as Partnerships & Communications Associate at Business for Nature 
(BfN), a global coalition that amplifies a progressive business voice calling for ambitious policy to 
reverse nature loss in this decade. In her spare time, she enjoys cooking flexitarian meals, hiking in 
nature, growing a permaculture garden, and practicing zero waste at her home in the Boston suburb. 

During the C4N curriculum, Shell learned about agriculture's immense impact on deforestation, 
especially the production of beef, soy, and palm oil. As a consumer who buys these commodities at 
grocery stores every week, she recognizes the critical role grocery retailers play in solving this 
problem — as the direct link between producers and consumers, they can influence both sustainable 
production and consumption. In November 2020, Shell initiated this impact project to investigate the 
largest US grocery retailers’ forest commitment and actions. The project took the forms of 
independent research, corporate engagement, and consumer education. The goal is to influence the 
top 10 US grocery companies to commit to zero deforestation and take meaningful actions.
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Author’s note by Shell 

I am pleased to share with you this toolkit as the final product of my Changemakers for Nature 
impact project. As part of an entirely volunteer-run project, this toolkit is produced with limited time 
and resources but abundant passion and dedication. It aims to serve as an example of how educated 
and empowered youths can make a difference and influence corporates to act for forests. 

For next steps, I hope to further engage with grocery companies to gain a deeper understanding of 
their challenges and how youth initiatives could help them achieve zero deforestation. I also plan to 
collaborate with other global youth organizations, such as Gen Z for the Trees in the US, to research 
global food companies’ impact on deforestation, educate young people, and demonstrate a broader 
young consumers’ call for change. If you are interested in collaborating or learning more, please get 
in touch with me at shell.linshan@gmail.com.

The Changemakers for Nature initiative plans to dive deeper into the China market by forming a 
“Nature 100” youth task force to research and engage with Chinese companies and call for more 
transparency and disclosure related to forest commodities and beyond. If you are interested in joining 
this task force, please reach out to Wildbound at info@wildbound.earth.
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Introduction 
Dear fellow young people,

What does forest mean to you?

It might be a wooden area right outside your home where you grew up playing in. It might be a 
national park in your country where you enjoy visiting during vacations. Or it might be a remote 
rainforest where you’ve only read in books and dreamed of traveling to. It could even just be a tree, a 
plant, or a flower that has lent you a moment of fragrance, peace, and joy. 

For us human beings, forests not only have recreational and aesthetic value; they mean survival and 
livelihood. Forests cover one third of our planet and serve as habitats for around 80% of the land-
based species. They provide invaluable and essential services, from growing food, to purifying the air 
and water, to absorbing carbon, to regulating the climate. Our world’s forest resources are valued 
between $50-$150 trillion dollars, which nearly doubles the value of the global stock markets.

However, forests are disappearing at an unprecedented rate. Since the 1960s, over half of the tropical 
forests worldwide have disappeared, mostly due to deforestation and forest degradation. 80% of the 
global deforestation is caused by agriculture, mainly through clearing forests to make space for cattle 
ranching and growing crops.

The disappearance of global forests poses an existential challenge to all human beings: it accelerates 
climate change, worsens water and air quality, and causes millions of people to lose their livelihood 
and even homes. We youths have a unique reason to help solve this problem: we are the generation 
that will live long enough to see the consequences. The impacts will directly affect our lives and our 
children.

The good news is, we are also uniquely positioned to solve this problem. We are the most educated 
generation, with high school and college graduation rates far exceeding our previous generations. We 
have the highest climate literacy, understanding that the environmental issues we are facing are 
caused by human activities and can & must be solved by humans. We are the most diverse and 
inclusive generation, willing to work with people different from us to build a coalition and address 
these global issues. We are also the most technology savvy, as learning new tools and adapting to 
changes are second nature to us digital natives. 

Our generation already comprises over 30% of the world’s population, and we should have an 
equally strong voice in how our future should look like. There are many ways we can make a change, 
from shifting our own consumption patterns and forming more nature-friendly eating habits, to 
influencing our immediate community, to calling on companies and governments to impact broader-
scale business and policy changes. 
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In this toolkit, you can find learning resources that can help you understand the deforestation issue, 
ways to share your knowledge on social media, and methodologies to conduct research and start 
corporate petitions. If you want to find similar-minded young people who are passionate about 
making changes, you can even join the Changemakers for Nature Taskforce.

Are you ready?

——

What you can find in this toolkit 

Learn Advocate Research Join

“How America’s 
Favorite Supermarkets 
Can Help Save Global 
Forests” report

Social media post 
templates

Research methodology Join me to build a 
global youth coalition 
that enables a zero-
deforestation food 
system

Look up your go-to 
grocery brand’s 
commitment to protecting 
our global forests

Use these templates to 
post on social media and 
influence your 
community

A step-by-step guide for 
developing your own 
research

Join a group of 
Changemakers and 
amplify our collective 
impact

Certifications for the 
sustainable production 
of deforestation 
commodities

Company letter 
templates

Company evaluation 
template & scoring 
standard

Organizations to 
support

Look for these 
certifications on the 
products you buy

Use these templates to 
write to the companies 
and advocate for our 
forests

Use this template to 
evaluate and rank the 
companies you choose

Support these 
organizations that work 
on the frontline of solving 
the deforestation issue

Educational resources Research tools

Books, courses, and 
newsletters that can help 
you learn about 
deforestation

Use these tools to get 
publicly available 
company information 
related to forest
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Learn 

Learn about the deforestation issue by looking up your go-to grocery brand’s commitment to 
protecting our global forests, learning about the certifications for the sustainable production of 
deforestation-risk commodities, and checking out the books, courses, and newsletters that you can 
utilize to deepen your understanding of the issue.

“How America’s Favorite Supermarkets Can Help Save Global Forests” report 

In this report, you can learn the basic facts about deforestation, US grocery retailers’ role in solving 
the problem, and evaluations and rankings of the top 10 grocery company’s commitment and actions. 
Read the report.

Learn more about sustainable certifications 

The Roundtable on Sustainable palm Oil (RSPO) certification is an assurance 
to the customer that the standard of palm oil production is sustainable. Palm 
oil producers are certified through strict verification of the production 
process to the stringent RSPO Principles & Criteria for Sustainable Palm Oil 
Production by accredited Certifying Bodies, and can be withdrawn at any 
time in case of infringement of the rules and standards. 

All organizations in the supply chain that use RSPO certified sustainable oil 
products are audited to prevent overselling and mixing palm oil with 

conventional (or non-sustainable) oil palm products. These organizations can claim the use of RSPO 
certified sustainable oil palm products “on pack” by using the RSPO Trademark.

Round Table on Responsible Soy (RTRS) is a credible tool that ensures process transparency and a 
rigorous and robust verification and certification system. Audits are conducted by independent 
Certification Bodies, which are in turn audited by recognized Accreditation Bodies. It ensures that soy 
is produced in environmentally-correct, socially-appropriate and economically-viable process, 
deforestation and conversion-free.
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The Global Roundtable for Sustainable Beef (GRSB)’s mission is to advance, support, and 
communicate continuous improvement in sustainability of the global beef value chain through 
leadership, science, and multi-stakeholder engagement and collaboration. The GRSB envisions a 
world where beef is a trusted part of a thriving food system in which the beef value chain is 
environmentally sound, socially responsible and economically viable.

The U.S. Roundtable for Sustainable Beef (USRSB) is a multi-stakeholder 
initiative developed to advance, support and communicate continuous 
improvement in sustainability of the U.S. beef value chain. The USRSB achieves 
this through leadership, innovation, multi-stakeholder engagement, and 
collaboration.

The Rainforest Alliance Certification means that the certified product or 
ingredient was produced using methods that support the three pillars of 
sustainability: social, economic, and environmental. Independent, third-party 
auditors—critical to the integrity of any certification program—evaluate 
farmers against requirements in all three areas before awarding or renewing 
certification. Their data-informed certification programs emphasize a 
commitment to continuous improvement, sustainability training, and clear 
benefits for farmers.
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Educational resources 

The Little Book of Big Deforestation Drivers 
This book was launched at in 2013 at COP 19. It outlines the global context of deforestation, and 
proposes mechanisms to prevent it. It explains and analyses the most destructive forest risk 
commodity supply chains, then presents a clear and realistic framework of 24 regulatory, market, and 
supply chain catalysts that can reduce deforestation.

Sustainable Commodity Supply Chains 
This is a free course on UNDP’s Learning for Nature platform. The course introduces the concept of 
sustainable commodity supply chains (SCSC). It will also support you to identify how SCSC 
principles can be integrated into biodiversity and development planning and implementation in 
order to mainstream conservation values into key production sectors.

Sustainable Consumption and Production 
This is a free course on UNDP’s Learning for Nature platform. The course introduces the concept of 
sustainable consumption and production (SCP). It also describes how to integrate SCP concepts into 
conservation and development planning and management processes, such as those associated with 
National Biodiversity Strategies and Action Plans (NBSAPs) and UN Sustainable Development Goals.

Mongabay
This is a nonprofit environmental science and conservation news platform that produces original 
reporting by leveraging over 800 correspondents in some 70 countries. They are dedicated to 
evidence-driven objective journalism. Their main beats are forests, wildlife, oceans, and the 
conservation sector. Mongabay’s readership includes officials in development agencies, natural 
resources management ministries, scientists, business leaders, and civil society, among others.

Guardian Environment
It produces news, comment & multimedia on today's most important environmental stories.

China Dialogue 
This is an independent, non-profit organization dedicated to promoting a common understanding of 
China’s environmental challenges.

GreenBiz Food Weekly newsletter 
This is written by GreenBiz’ Food Systems Analyst Theresa Lieb and explores sustainable food 
systems news, trends & analysis.

Nature4Climate newsletter 
It delivers the latest case studies, news and insights on nature-based solutions and the climate.
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Advocate 

Advocate for zero-deforestation by sharing the knowledge on social media and sending letters to the 
grocery brands you shop at.

Company letter template 

If you’d like to write a letter to one or multiple of the companies, you can use the templates from 
these letters to the 10 companies in this Google Drive folder.

Social Media Templates 

1. General advocacy

Forests are essential for our survival, but our world’s forests are disappearing at an unprecedented 
rate. We all have a role in reversing this ongoing nature loss. 

Start by making more conscious choices in our grocery shopping, and purchase sustainably 
produced, beef, soy, and palm oil. Also, petition your go-to grocery brands to transition to a 
deforestation-free supply chain. 

Check out this report to learn more about how America’s favorite supermarkets can help save global 
forests: ___ (Link to report)

Become a change maker, learn more about the issue, and make a bigger difference: ____ (Link to 
toolkit)

#Grocer4Forest #ChangemakersForNature #C4N
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2. Company call to action

Forests are essential for our survival, but the unsustainable production of beef, soy, and palm oil are 
destroying our global forests at an unprecedented rate. 

From the newly published report “How America’s Favorite Supermarkets can Help Save Global 
Forests”, I learned that my go-to grocery store @CompanyName ranked #___ among the 10 major US 
grocery retailers. As a consumer, I ask @CompanyName to commit to zero-deforestation in your palm 
oil, soy, and beef supply chains.

Check out this report to learn more about how America’s favorite supermarkets can help save global 
forests: ____ (Link to report)

Become a change maker, learn more about the issue, and make a bigger difference: ____ (Link to 
toolkit)

#Grocer4Forest #ChangemakersForNature #C4N
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Research 

To conduct independent research of your interested industry and companies, you can use the 
methodology, company evaluation template, and research tools provided below.

Research methodology 

1. Determine the deforestation commodity you want to focus on. Major drivers for global 
deforestation include cattle, oil palm, soy, cocoa, rubber, coffee and plantation wood fiber.  

2. Identify the companies you want to research. This can be informed by publicly available market 
research that shows companies that have the biggest market share in the sector and region you want 
to focus on.  

3. Evaluate the geography-based risks in each company’s supply chain. You can do so by mapping 
out each company’s global presence, then use the Trase tool to look up the trade volume of your 
chosen commodity in the region(s) your selected companies operate in.  

4. Do a comprehensive evaluation of each company’s commitment and actions related to your chosen 
commodity. You can develop an evaluation form based on the template above. Then, use the research 
tools listed below to fill the form. Finally, use your scoring standard to calculate a score for each 
company.

Company evaluation template 

Basic
Rank (Revenue) #1

Name Walmart Inc.

Overview
Headquarter Bentonville, Arkansas, US

Scope 11,510 stores and clubs in 27 countries; 2.2 million employees. 

Revenue $559 billion (2021)

General Rating 4.7 / 5
Acknowledgement ✓

Position

- Committed to help protect, manage or restore at least 50 million acres of land and one 
million square miles of ocean by 2030. 
- Joined 16 of the world’s largest manufacturers and retailers as a member of the 
Consumer Good Forum’s Forest Positive Coalition. 
- Support the Consumer Goods Forum's resolution to achieve zero net deforestation in 
supply chain by 2020.
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Deforestation

Approach

· Focus: palm oil, pulp and paper, beef, and soy. 
· Additional: cocoa, coffee, rubber, and forest-based fabrics. 
· Suppliers: require and encourage zero deforestation.  
· Scale: beyond private brands.  
· Advocacy: Multi-stakeholder engagement, industry leadership.  
· Reporting and Disclosure: Annual. 
· Philanthropy: Invest in monitoring, restoring and conserving critical landscapes, 
including World Resources Institute’s Global Forest Watch tool (a publicly accessible 
global platform for monitoring deforestation) and the Institute for Climate and Society’s 
MapBiomas project (produce more accurate estimations of land use-related greenhouse 
gas emissions).

Membership Consumer Goods Forum, Midwest Row Crop Collaborative, Field to Market
Third-party Rating Forest 500: 4.2/10

Palm Oil

Palm Oil Rating 5 / 5

Risk

US: 3rd largest palm oil importer from Brazil, 6,241 tons in 2017. 
Mexico: 4th largest palm oil importer from Brazil, 6,052 tons in 2017; 4th largest palm oil 
importer from Columbia, 70,755 tons in 2018.  
China: 3rd largest palm oil importer from Indonesia, 3.55 megatons in 2015. 
Chile: 6th largest palm oil importer from Columbia, 15,908 tons in 2018. 
India: Largest palm oil import from Indonesia, 5.9 megatons in 2015.

Acknowledgement ✓

Current Status
Global private brand:  
· 85% palm oil segregated, identity preserved or mass balance. On track to meet existing 
commitment to use 100% RSPO Mass Balance-certified palm oil by the end of 2020. 
· 14% palm oil with associated PalmTrace Credits.

Goal By 2025: No deforestation palm oil in private brands.

Approach

· Private brand: Source according to RSPO standard (segregated supply chain 
systems) by 2025. 
· National brand: Source according to RSPO standard (mass balance and segregated 
supply chain systems) by 2025. 
· Supply chain traceability: Maintain comprehensive records about volume, verification, 
and origin. Disclose annually through traceability reports or verifiable monitoring tools.

Membership RSPO

Third-party Ratings CDP Reporting: ✓   Forest 500: 6/10   WWF: 6/10

Recommendations Make on-the-ground investment in palm oil sustainability (supporting small shareholder, 
protecting forests, conservation project, etc.)

Soy Rating 4 / 5

Risks

UK: 6th largest soy importer from Paraguay, 332,369 tons in 2018. 
China: Largest soy importer from Brazil, 67,781,074 tons in 2018; Largest soy importer 
from Argentina, 3.99 megatons in 2018. 
Chile: 3rd largest soy importer form Paraguay, 676,996 tons in 2018. 
India: 5th largest soy importer from Paraguay, 396,760 tons in 2018; 4th largest soy 
importer from Argentina, 1.62 megatons in 2018. 
Argentina: Largest soy importer from Paraguay, 3,539,304 tons in 2018.

Acknowledgement ✓

Current Status Meeting 2020 goals for soy products has proven more difficult. Only a small percentage 
of soy is currently certified as deforestation-free, making it difficult to source at scale.
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Soy

Goal

By 2023: 
· Source 100%-verified deforestation-free soy by 2023 from critical landscapes in Brazil, 
Argentina and Paraguay. 
· Support the indefinite extension of the Soy Moratorium in Brazil’s Amazon region. 
Encourage suppliers to publicly endorse.  
· Support regional agreements regarding deforestation and conversion-free production in 
additional high-risk biomes.  
· Multi-stakeholder and government engagement in high-risk regions, such as the 
Amazon and the Cerrado.

Approach

Private brand sourcing standard:  
Only use deforestation and conversion-free soy (both ingredient and feed) across the 
Brazilian Amazon and Cerrado, and the Gran Chaco in Argentina and Paraguay by the 
end of 2023. 
Supply chain traceability: 
· Trace sourcing origin from higher-risk countries through footprint analysis. 
· Source soy certified by Roundtable on Responsible Soy (Soy Credits accepted till 
2022, then only segregated or mass balance physical soy), Cefetra Certified 
Responsible Soy, or Proterra Standard. 
· Maintain and report comprehensive records and annually demonstrate deforestation 
and conversion-free sourcing through traceability reports or verifiable geospatial 
monitoring tools.

Membership N/A

Third-party Ratings CDP Reporting: ✓   Forest 500: 4.8 / 10

Recommendations
- Disclose current status of soy. 
- Join a group that commits to promoting sustainable soy production. 
- Commit to ensure indigenous people's rights and inclusion of small-scale farmers.

Beef

Beef Rating 5 / 5

Risks

US: domestic beef production; 7th largest beef importer from Brazil, 79,987 tons in 2017. 
UK: 9th largest beef importer from Brazil, 60,670 tons in 2017. 
Hong Kong: Largest beef importer from Brazil, 458,392 tons in 2017; 7th largest beef 
importer from Paraguay, 10,255 tons in 2018. 
Mainland China: 2nd largest beef importer from Brazil, 308,844 tons in 2017. 
Chile: 6th largest beef importer from Brazil, 94,829 tons in 2017; 2nd largest beef 
importer from Paraguay, 113,855 tons in 2018.

Acknowledgement ✓

Current Status
· Sourced verified deforestation-free beef from Brazil from over 100,000 farms. 
· Program to verify deforestation-free beef sourcing was briefly put on hold when 
Walmart sold an 80% stake in the Walmart Brazil operations.

Goal

By 2022: 
· Source 100%-verified deforestation-free beef by 2022 from critical landscapes in Brazil, 
Argentina and Paraguay. 
· Increase transparency and monitoring in the beef industry. Help promote productivity 
increases on existing cattle lands that meet sustainable grassland management, 
conservation, protection, and restoration expectations.  
· Advocate, alongside multi-stakeholder initiatives, NGOs, suppliers and others, to make 
deforestation and conversion-free production the norm in the industry.

Approach

Fresh beef sourcing standard: Use only deforestation and conversion-free beef across 
the Brazilian Amazon and Cerrado, and the Gran Chaco in Argentina and Paraguay  
Supply chain traceability:  
· Report traceability of the beef chain with geospatial mapping for risk assessment 
through full chain of custody traceability. 
· Maintain comprehensive records about volume, verification, and origin. Maintain time-
bound plans and milestones.

Membership USRSB

Third-party Ratings CDP Reporting: ✓   Forest 500: 4.8 / 10

Recommendations - Expand deforestation and conversion-free beef sourcing to all regions. 
- Support indigenous people's rights and inclusion of small-scale farmers.
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Scoring standard example 

Below is the scoring criteria used to evaluate the top 10 US grocery retailers. It combines third-party 
accountability standards and industry status. You can also use these guiding frameworks to develop 
your own scoring standards. 

Research tools 

These are some databases and tools you can use to learn about deforestation-related evaluation 
standards, research industry trends, and look up a certain company’s performance related to 
deforestation. 

Corporations’ website sustainability page and Sustainability/ESG/CSR/
Annual reports. You can find a company’s forest-related commitment and 
actions on its official website or in the most recent sustainability report. 

The Accountability Framework is a practical, consensus-based 
guide for achieving and monitoring ethical supply chains. It 
was launched by AFi in 2019 as shared roadmap for ethical 
commodity production and trade. The Framework brings 
together accepted international norms, best practices, and 
expectations of commodity buyers, investors, and civil society into a single integrated resource for 
effective action to address the deforestation, conversion, and human rights impacts of supply chains.
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Forest 500 identifies and ranks the most influential companies, and financial 
institutions in forest risk commodity supply chains. By objectively identifying 
and ranking these 500 powerbrokers on an annual basis, the Forest 500 holds 
them accountable for their actions. The Forest 500 powerbrokers 
are selected biannually to ensure the most important powerbrokers are included.

Trase is a data-driven transparency initiative that is 
revolutionising our understanding of the trade and 
financing of commodities driving deforestation 
worldwide. Its unique supply chain mapping 
approach brings together disparate, publicly available data to connect consumer markets to 
deforestation and other impacts on the ground. Trase’s freely-available online tools and actionable 
intelligence enable companies, financial institutions, governments and civil society organisations to 
take practical steps to address deforestation.

CDP Forests acts on behalf of over 590 investors that represent over 
US$110 trillion in assets, and 200+ large purchasing companies. It 
provides a framework of action for companies to measure and manage 
forest-related risks and opportunities, transparently report on progress, 

and commit to proactive action for the restoration of forests and ecosystems. In 2019, they also 
began collecting data on the biodiversity impacts, risks and opportunities within the mining sector.

Supply Change Initiative was introduced by Forest Trends as a 
transformational resource for businesses, investors, governments, 
and the civil society organizations that support and hold them 
accountable; providing information on the extent and value of 
commitment-driven commodity production and demand. 

WWF's Palm Oil and Soy Scorecard assess major retailers, consumer goods 
manufacturers and food service companies from around the world on their 
performances, actions and commitments toward responsible purchasing of palm 
oil and soy. The latest Palm Oil Buyers Scorecard (2020) assessed 173 retailers, 
manufacturers and food service companies headquartered in Europe, North 
America and Asia.
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Join 

To make a bigger impact in protecting our global forests, you are invited to join me in developing a 
global youth coalition to enable a zero-deforestation food system. You are also encouraged to support 
the organizations that work on the frontline of fighting deforestation. You can find a list of them blow.

Join me 

As next steps of this project, I hope to further engage with grocery companies to gain a deeper 
understanding of their challenges and how youth initiatives could help them achieve zero 
deforestation. I also plan to collaborate with other global youth organizations, such as Gen Z for the 
Trees in the US, to research global food companies’ impact on deforestation, educate young people, 
and demonstrate a broader young consumers’ call for change. If you are interested in joining my 
team, collaborating with me or learning more, please reach out to shell.linshan@gmail.com.

Organizations 

These organizations work on the front-line of forest conservation and cross-sector engagement. You 
can not only get educational information on their website, but also learn about the different ways and 
angles in tackling deforestation. You can support their work by donating, volunteering, and even 
working for them.

World Wildlife Fund (WWF) 
It is an independent conservation organization active in nearly 100 countries. It works to sustain the 
natural world for the benefit of people and wildlife. Working with many others – from individuals 
and communities to business and government – WWF seeks to protect and restore natural habitats, 
stop the mass extinction of wildlife, and make the way we produce and consume sustainable. 

CDP 
It is a not-for-profit charity that runs the global disclosure system for investors, companies, cities, 
states and regions to manage their environmental impacts. The world’s economy looks to CDP as the 
gold standard of environmental reporting with the richest and most comprehensive dataset on 
corporate and city action.

World Resource Institute (WRI)
It is a global nonprofit organization that works with leaders in government, business and civil society 
to research, design, and carry out practical solutions that simultaneously improve people’s lives and 
ensure nature can thrive. It focuses on 7 urgent challenges: Food, Forests, Water, Ocean, Cities, Energy 
and Climate. 
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The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) 
It is the leading global environmental authority that sets the global environmental agenda, promotes 
the coherent implementation of the environmental dimension of sustainable development within the 
United Nations system, and serves as an authoritative advocate for the global environment.

The Nature Conservancy
It is a global environmental nonprofit working to create a world where people and nature can thrive. 
Founded in the U.S. through grassroots action in 1951, The Nature Conservancy has grown to become 
one of the most effective and wide-reaching environmental organizations in the world. Its mission is 
to conserve the lands and waters on which all life depends by boldly addressing the biodiversity and 
climate crises over the next decade and maximizing our ability to effect change between now and 
2030.

The Tropical Forest Alliance 
It is a multi-stakeholder partnership platform initiated to support the implementation of private-
sector commitments to remove deforestation from palm oil, beef, soy and pulp/paper supply chains. 
Hosted by the World Economic Forum, their 170+ alliance partners include companies, government 
entities, civil society, indigenous peoples, local communities and international organizations, working 
together through Forest-Positive Collective Action to advance the world's transition to deforestation-
free commodity supply chains.

Global Canopy 
It is a data-driven think tank that targets the market forces destroying nature. They focus on 
improving the transparency and accountability of global supply chains and the trillions of dollars in 
annual investment and lending that support them. They have partnered with leading research 
institutions worldwide to develop a portfolio of groundbreaking environmental data initiatives – 
Trase, Trase Finance, Forest 500, ENCORE and the nascent Task Force for Nature-related Financial 
Disclosures.

Stockholm Environment Institute 
It is an international non-profit research and policy organization that tackles environment and 
development challenges. They connect science and decision-making to develop solutions for a 
sustainable future for all. Their work spans climate, water, air and land-use issues, governance, the 
economy, gender and health. Stakeholder involvement is at the heart of their efforts to build capacity, 
strengthen institutions and equip partners for long-term change.

Ceres
It is a nonprofit organization transforming the economy to build a just and sustainable future for 
people and the planet. They work with the most influential capital market leaders to solve the 
world’s greatest sustainability challenges. Through their networks and global collaborations of 
investors, companies and nonprofits, we drive action and inspire equitable market-based and policy 
solutions throughout the economy.
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Consumer Good Forum 
It is the only organization that brings consumer goods retailers and manufacturers together globally. 
They are CEO-led and help the world’s retailers and consumer goods manufacturers to collaborate, 
alongside other key stakeholders, to secure consumer trust, drive positive change, and help address 
key challenges impacting the industry, including environmental and social sustainability, health, food 
safety and product data accuracy.

Forest Trends 
It is a non-profit organization founded in 1998 and based in Washington, DC that connects with 
economic tools and incentives for maintaining ecosystems. Its mission is four-fold: to expand the 
value of forests to society, to promote sustainable forest management and conservation by creating 
and capturing market values for ecosystem services, to support innovative projects and companies 
that are developing these markets and to enhance the livelihoods of local communities living in and 
around those forests.

The Rainforest Alliance 
It is an international non-profit organization working at the intersection of business, agriculture, and 
forests to create a world where people and nature thrive together. They are building an alliance to 
protect forests and biodiversity, take action on climate, and promote the rights and improve the 
livelihoods of rural people.

Mighty Earth 
It is a global environmental campaign organization that works to protect forests, conserve oceans, 
and address climate change. They work to drive large-scale action towards environmentally 
responsible agriculture that protects native ecosystems, wildlife, and water, and respects local 
community rights. They focus on the big issues: conserving threatened landscapes like tropical 
rainforests, protecting oceans, and solving climate change.

The Accountability Framework initiative (AFi) 
It is a collaborative effort to build and scale up ethical supply chains for agricultural and forestry 
products. Led by a diverse global coalition of environmental and human rights organizations, the AFi 
works to create a “new normal” where commodity production and trade are fully protective of 
natural ecosystems and human rights. To pursue this goal, the coalition supports companies and 
other stakeholders in setting strong supply chain goals, taking effective action, and tracking progress 
to create clear accountability and incentivize rapid improvement.

Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) 
It is a not-for-profit that unites stakeholders from the 7 sectors of the palm oil industry: oil palm 
producers, processors or traders, consumer goods manufacturers, retailers, banks/investors, and 
environmental and social non-governmental organizations (NGOs), to develop and implement global 
standards for sustainable palm oil.
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Round Table on Responsible Soy Association (RTRS) 
It is a non-profit organization promoting the growth of production, trade, and use of responsible soy. 
It works through cooperation with those in, and related to, the soy value chain, from production to 
consumption. It does this through a global platform for multi-stakeholder dialogue on responsible 
soy and the development, implementation and verification of a global certification standard.

The Global Roundtable for Sustainable Beef (GRSB) 
Its mission is to advance, support, and communicate continuous improvement in sustainability of the 
global beef value chain through leadership, science, and multi-stakeholder engagement and 
collaboration. The GRSB envisions a world where beef is a trusted part of a thriving food system in 
which the beef value chain is environmentally sound, socially responsible and economically viable.

The U.S. Roundtable for Sustainable Beef (USRSB) 
It is a multi-stakeholder initiative developed to advance, support and communicate continuous 
improvement in sustainability of the U.S. beef value chain. The USRSB achieves this through 
leadership, innovation, multi-stakeholder engagement, and collaboration.

Contact Information 

For any questions related to this impact project or toolkit, please contact:
Shell Lin (shell.linshan@gmail.com)

For any inquiries related to Changemakers for Nature and Wildbound, please contact:
Wildbound (info@wildbound.earth)
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